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Background:
Obesity is a global public health concern. Interventions rely
predominantly on managing dietary intake and/or increasing
physical activity but sustained adherence is often poor. A lack
motivation, self-efficacy and poor adherence to behavioural
regimens are recognized barriers to successful weight loss.
Avatar-based interventions have been found to achieve better
patient outcomes managing chronic conditions by promoting
more active engagement. We aimed to evaluate if a
personalized avatar, as an adjunct to a routine weight-loss
programme, could increase motivation, sustain engagement
and improve health outcomes.
Methods:
A feasibility randomised design. Participants were recruited
from a community-based, 12-week NHS weight improvement
programme. Main outcome measure was weight loss.
Quantitative data were subjected to descriptive statistical
tests and comparison between intervention/control arms.
Acceptability was assessed through interviews and analysed
using framework approach.
Results:
10 males (7-intervention; 3-routine); 33 females (23-interven-
tion; 10-routine) were recruited. Initial mean weight was
greater in intervention than routine arm (126.3 kg vs 122.9 kg);
pattern of weight loss was similar across both arms in period
T0-T1 but accelerated in period T1-T2 for intervention
participants, suggesting that access to the personalized avatar
may promote greater engagement with weight-loss initiatives
in the short-to-medium term. Quality-of-life and self-efficacy
measures demonstrated greater improvement in the interven-
tion arm at both T1 (105.5 routine; 99.7 intervention) and T2
(100.1 routine; 81.2 intervention). N = 13 participants, n = 2
healthcare professionals were interviewed about their experi-
ence of using the avatar programme. Overall, participants
found the intervention acceptable.
Conclusions:
Avatar technology may successfully promote engagement and
motivation in a weight-loss programmes, enabling participants
to achieve greater weight-loss.
Key messages:
� The implementation of a personalised avatar as an adjunct

to a weight management programme was both feasible and
acceptable.
� Avatar technology may successfully promote engagement

and motivation in weight loss programmes.
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Background:
COVID-19 pandemic was accompanied by an Infodemic
(overabundance of information, including misinformation
and disinformation, both online and offline); in response to
this Infodemic, WHO launched the EARS platform (Early AI-
assisted Response with Social Listening), showing real-time

information about how people are talking about COVID-19
online. This information is intended to serve health informa-
tion professionals to understand narratives and needs of the
general public, in order to inform policy or communications
decisions.
Methods:
Data is collected daily from online conversations in publicly
available sources, including Twitter, online forums, and blogs
in English, French, Spanish and Portuguese, for 20 pilot
countries. Once the data is collected, it is processed and
classified into 39 categories, according to a set of pandemic
public health taxonomy. The classification is made based on
semi-supervised machine learning.
Results:
Top 5 categories across regions are Covid-19 vaccine,
Transmission settings, Personal measures, Testing and
Industry (industry refers to the impact of the pandemic on
the economy). We find that conversations around Covid-19
vaccines usually rank in the second or third position in all
regions and represent 9%-12% of the conversation.
Conclusions:
The configuration and application of the EARS platform has
enabled progress towards more scalable and sustainable social
listening to inform Infodemic management and response,
compared to previous methods which were more manual,
required data scientists in the team, or had fewer analytics
capabilities. Future work will focus on gradually adding more
data sources which can expand coverage and representativity.
Key messages:
� Discuss social listening methods for greater accountability to

affected populations.
� Formulate insights into how digital media and information

technology can be better utilized for more rapidly respond-
ing to the evolving needs of communities.
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Background:
Covid-19 pandemic imposed searching for innovative solu-
tions to ensure safety access to outpatient services. In March
2020 first cases were reported in Friuli Venezia Giulia (FVG)
region, in Italy; in April 2020 FVG included teleconsultation in
the healthcare offer. This study evaluated in-presence medical
consultations (IPCs) delivered in FVG before and after first
cases reported in region and correlation between IPCs,
teleconsultations and new admissions to Covid-19 wards
during pandemic.
Methods:
IPCs were analysed dividing in pre (February 1st, 2019-
February 29th, 2020) and post (March 1st, 2020-March 31st,
2021) Covid-19 emergency period and comparing mean
months values with t-test. IPCs and teleconsultations delivered
during emergency (March 1st, 2020-March 31st, 2021) were
divided in months and correlated with new admissions to
Covid-19 wards in the same period with Pearson test.
Results:
IPCs delivered in pre-Covid-19 period compared with post
were 1,105,823 vs 973,350 (-12%), peaking in October (98,980
vs 86,821; -12.3%) and minimum in April (82,061 vs 61,523;
-25.1%). Pre-Covid-19 mean IPCs were significantly different
compared to post (85,063 vs 74,873; p=.003). Focusing on
emergency period, IPCs were negatively related to teleconsul-
tations (973,350 vs 2140; r=-.43; p=.13). The negative
correlation found between new admissions to Covid-19
wards (9154) and IPCs was weak and not significant (r=-.12;
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p=.69), while a positive and significant correlation was found
between teleconsultations and new admissions to Covid-19
wards (r=.59; p=.03).
Conclusions:
Results showed a significant reduction of post-Covid-19 IPCs
compared to pre and a significant correlation between
teleconsultations and new admissions to Covid-19 wards in
FVG during first year of Covid-19 emergency. Contagion
containment measures and fear probably influenced access to
outpatient services while teleconsultation should be considered
as an alternative to face-to-face during pandemic period.
Key messages:
� A reduction of in-presence medical consultations was found

in a north-eastern Italian region during first year of
pandemic.
� Teleconsultation could be a valid solution in case of

increasing Covid-19 hospitalizations.
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Background:
SARS-CoV-2 can spread both from symptomatic and asymp-
tomatic individuals. Ocular manifestations due to SARS-CoV-
2 have been described, being conjunctival inflammation the
most common affectation. Evidence shows that conjunctivitis
could be the first and/or only manifestation of COVID-19.
This study aimed to develop and validate a COVID-19
screening method based on eyes photographs and artificial
intelligence.
Methods:
In this multicentre study, 1,200 participants were enrolled
from Shanghai Public Health Clinical Center (SPHCC) Fudan
University, AIMOMICS LAB and La Fe University and
Polytechnic Hospital (LFUPH) of Valencia (Spain). Pictures
of participants’ ocular surface were taken in four different
positions with mobile phone cameras, and a Deep Learning
System (DLS) was developed through machine learning to
identify characteristic conjunctival inflammation patterns. The
study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki and was approved by the Ethics Committees of
SPHCC and LFUPH.
Results:
The area under the receiver-operating-characteristic curve
(AUC), sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy were calculated
according to the results of our binary classification network.
Bootstrapping with 1,000 replicates was used to estimate 95%
confidence intervals of the performance metrics, with photo-
graphy as the resampling unit. On the subject-level classifica-
tion, the network achieved the AUC of 0.976 (95% CI 0.965-
0.988) among Asian population and 0.892 (95% CI 0-763-
1.000) among Caucasian population.
Conclusions:
Preliminary results show that this DLS performed well in
identifying probable asymptomatic COVID-19 cases through
the analysis of participants’ eyes pictures. This method could
be an innocuous, accessible, low cost and quick COVID-19
screening method. Eventually, it could potentially contribute
to pandemic control.

Key messages:
� In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic it would be

useful to have a screening method to easily and quickly
detect asymptomatic individuals, in addition to using
temperature control.
� Preliminary results show that this Deep Learning System

(DLS) based on eyes pictures taken with mobile phone
cameras could be an innocuous, accessible, low cost and
quick COVID-19 screening method.
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Issue:
As healthcare systems faced the challenge of the COVID-19,
the need for fast and automated quality of care control has
grown tremendously. Automatization is widely implemented
in the form of Clinical Decision Support Systems (CDS),
however, developing such software can take several years of
trained IT specialists’ work.
Description of the problem:
We opted for an analytics and clinical decision support
(ACDS) system based on Business Intelligence (BI) software,
since it would allow to monitor the necessary clinical data, it
was easy to adapt to current tasks and didn’t require any
special IT-educated specialists to develop and implement.
From an individual patient’s electronic health record (EHR)
was extracted specific clinical data, such as vital signs,
laboratory tests and CT scans, respiratory support data;
medication prescribed and taken; chronic diseases, etc.
Microsoft Power BI software was used to build the ACDS.
The ACDS system consisted of three main elements:
1. Flat tables (the data from EHR);
2. Data model, connecting tables;
3. Visualizations (tables and charts) depicting patients’ con-

dition, which provided the integration of information, the
ability to sort data in necessary order, and intuitive marks,
such as color indicators for specific parameter values.

Results:
Named visualizations were integrated in daily work of the
heads of units. Out of 1683 patients admitted with COVID-19,
1415 were undergoing treatment after implementation of
ACDS system. It was used to correct the treatment course of
568 patients.

The following corrections were made:
� Accuracy of diagnosis (138 cases) and assigned severity

(115)
� Prescribed and delivered medicines (32)
� Dosage adjustment (25)
� Transfer to ICU (2)
� Discharge (412)
Lessons:
Thus, engineering analytical and clinical decision support
system based on BI appears to be an advantageous way to
automate the control of care quality in challenging and time-
pressing circumstances.
Key messages:
� In a situation of unprecedented time pressure and resource

shortage, the best option for quality of care control might be
a simple BI system, rather than a designated CDS software.
� The practice of COVID-19 analytics system implementation

can become a foundation for designing a bigger transparent
analytics system that can be adapted to any patient model or
clinical entity.
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